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aether is a total reverb plug-in. it includes 8 different reverb types, each with their own unique look
and sound. aether also comes with an eq for each reverb, and also provides the ability to dial in an

eq for each reverb. aether can be used to customize any reverb for your application. after setting all
the above parameters, the plug-ins engine instantly switches into cascade mode, which you can

switch to either via the main page or from the menu. the two engines are connected in series, so the
first (engine 1) then the second (engine 2) in cascade (which is why the plug-ins name is aether).

that means that whatever you do in the first engine, it will be multiplied by 2 (or 2caudio calls it x2).
so if you set a very high er and a very low er, the second engine will produce a sound that is much

stronger in the highs, but weaker in the lows (very first-generation reverb). and if you set a very high
er and a very low er, the second engine will produce a sound that is much weaker in the highs, but

stronger in the lows (very second-generation reverb). in short, what you do with the first engine
affects the second one. this creates a huge number of possibilities. you can get complex

combinations, such as setting a very high er and a very high lr, the second engine producing the
sound of a very large hall that is much stronger in the lows, and weaker in the highs (the sound you
get is like that of a great big concert hall). or you can get very subtle effects, such as setting a very
high er and a very low er. the latter will create very gentle echoes, without making the room sound

too big.
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the aether designer has three distinct modes of operation: on the left and right side of the gui are
buttons to: - cut. that is, remove a section of a patch containing the algorithmic reverb. for example,

if you want to use the algorithmic reverb only in the bass, you could cut a small part of the reverb
using the cut button. that way, you can save a copy of the reverb in a separate patch, which you can

open at any time to use in a new project. - copy. that is, clone a section of a patch containing the
algorithmic reverb. this is useful for example, if you want to use the same reverb in several patches.
- clear. that is, empty the patch containing the reverb. this is useful for example, if you want to use

the reverb in a new patch, because you want to start with a clean slate. the other patches in the
current project remain unchanged. the aether control panel allows you to set the er and lr volume,

and the gain of the algorithmic reverb. in addition to the er and lr controls, the aether designer offers
a comprehensive set of controls for the mic preamp section. these include gain, eq, pan and phase
controls for the mic preamp channel, as well as individual controls for the left and right channels. if
you already use aether in your productions, the designer can automatically adjust these controls to
your specific mic preamp. by way of example, if you record audio using a dynamic mic, you can use

the controls for the mic preamp as an equalizer to improve the quality of the recorded audio. there is
also a dedicated button to toggle between the mic preamp and algorithmic reverb sections. and to
switch between mono and stereo, there is a dedicated button for that as well. the only limitation is
the size of the patch. the maximum input size is 50 seconds. if you exceed that, aethers oscillator

mode kicks in and the reverb starts to self-modulate. this means that the reverb also begins to
modulate as you add more audio to the patch. 5ec8ef588b
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